Slave mortality on British ships 1791-1797
HERBERT S. KLEIN and STANLEY L. ENGERMAN
By the last decade of the eighteenth century, Liverpool stood at
the preeminent position as the leading slave-trading port of Great
Britain. It had achieved this position within the space of just fifty
years, and had succeeded in replacing Bristol and London as
England's most active trading region, accounting for over twothirds of all slave shipping.1 The growth of that trade has been
well studied by several scholars and the critical position of Liverpool has been long recognised.2 But what has still remained relatively obscure has been the actual dynamics of the slave trade
itself, and the movement of the slaves and ships in time and space.
In particular, little has been known about the last years of the
trade and about the impact of the various acts of parliament
which attempted to regulate the general conditions aboard the
slave-trading vessels and slave mortality in transit during this
period. Aspects of the trade of these years are studied in other
essays in this volume, and the present paper concentrates on one
issue, that of the magnitude of slave mortality. The paper is based
on a preliminary quantitative analysis of a unique collection of
materials gathered together by the House of Lords as background
for Parliament's various slave trade reform acts. This material
was first systematically studied by Roger Anstey,3 and it was
through his kind intervention that we were made aware of its
existence.
Our major source, the 'Return to an Order of the Right
Honorable the House of Lords dated the ioth of July 1799,
directing that the clerk of the Parliaments do cause to be extracted from the several log books and Journals of Ships employed in
the Slave Trade in each year 1791 to 1797...,' dated 28 July
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1800, is based upon the log-books and surgeon's journals of about
350 ships, carrying about 100,000 slaves. This source (Anstey's
Lords List A) is described in more detail elsewhere in this volume.4
The categories of information are not always complete for each
voyage, but the data are in general sufficiently complete for this
list to be a vital source in building up a picture of the British
contribution to the Atlantic slave trade at the end of the eighteenth century.5 In this article, the information in the list is supplemented6 by the information on African ports of departure
contained in other House of Lords documents, and by a listing of
ships arriving in the British West Indies between 1789 and 1795
published in the Parliamentary Papers.7 While that list also
details a vessel's name, tonnage, the number of slaves taken on
board, died in passage, and arrived in the West Indies, and
includes most of the ships in Lords List A, only the information
on African ports was utilised (Lords List A frequently fails to
report this important item of information).8 The two lists will
need to be checked item by item for a final reconciliation, but
summary calculations on each relating to average tonnage, slaves
carried, slaves per ton, and mortality, produce consistent results,
both in aggregate and by coastal breakdown, thus encouraging us
to rely on the more complete of these sources.9 In addition,
because of the need to obtain data on a longer time period to
permit discussion of the impact of Dolben's Act on the trade, data
from the Naval Lists in the Public Record Office for the major
receiving area (Jamaica) were used for the period 1782-1808.10
In this article we present preliminary analyses of these data in
relation to a limited number of points at issue; we hope to provide
a more complete examination in another study.

SLAVE

MORTALITY IN RELATION T O T H E

PATTERNS OF

TRADE

By the last decade of the eighteenth century Liverpool was the
major slave-trading port in the British Isles. It accounted for
about three-quarters of the clearings of ships listed, with Bristol
and London accounting for only about 16 per cent and 11 per
cent respectively. There were some differences in the ports of
Africa visited, few London-based ships visiting the region below
the Gold Coast, and few from Bristol reaching the Congo-Angola
area. Jamaica was the major recipient of slaves carried in British
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ships in this period (see Table i), and was so for ships from each
of the ports. Some differences also occurred in the West Indies
ports employed; for example, St Vincent was less important for
Liverpool ships than it was for the ships from the other ports. It
should be remembered, however, that though Liverpool's contribution was of outstanding importance for the slave trade, the
slave trade was considerably less important for Liverpool. Thus, in
the period 1785—7 (for instance) the clearings to Africa accounted
for less than 10 per cent of outbound tonnage from Liverpool,
less, that is, than the tonnage in the direct trade from Liverpool
to the British West Indies; and the total of both trades was equal
to only about one-fifth of all clearings (exclusive of coastal
trade).11
TABLE

1

Number of British ships* and of slaves shipped thereon,
by African and New World ports, 1791-1797\
New World Ports
Jamaica

Grenada

African Areas

Ships

Slaves

Senegambia
Sierra Leone
Windward
Coast
Gold Coast
Bight of
Benin
Bight of
Biafra
CongoAngola
Unknown

1
21

194
5702

10
10

3579
2854

1

317

63

20677

23

40
41

12727
13426

187

59476

Total

Ships

St Vincent

Slaves

Ships

Slaves

2
4

419
923

2
5

3

601

Other
Ships

Slaves

371
822

1
11

121
2634

4
9

895
2015

2
12

217
3920

1

195

1

350

4902

9

2985

22

6320

8
3

2267
598

1
9

173
2237

20
8

5908
2327

43

9710

40

9693

77

21797

—

—

_

* The unit of one ship in this and following tables is of course, strictly, one
voyage of a single ship. Many ships made repeated voyages during the
period.
f There were 12 ships for which no number of slaves arrived was given,
but which are included in the ship totals here. While these omissions will
not affect the general patterns shown, it does mean that slaves per ship
cannot be computed from the data in this table.
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Table i presents some details of the pattern of the slave trade
between the major African slave-providing areas and the British
West Indies. As indicated, the major shipping areas were the
Bight of Biafra and the Congo-Angola area. Within the time
period covered, the latter area was increasing in relative importance. 12 As discussed below, this shift in the African supply area
had a significant impact upon both the rate of mortality and the
sex ratios. Jamaica was the major receiving area in the British
West Indies, followed by Grenada and St Vincent. The most
important of the other islands were Barbados (16 voyages) and
Dominica (15 voyages), and there were several voyages each to
Havana, Trinidad, Tobago, Martinique, St Croix, and Demerara.
Jamaica not only received the most slaves and voyages, its ships
were larger and carried more slaves per voyage than those of any
of the other major receiving areas.13
TABLE

2

Average length of voyage from England to Africa, ti
spent on coast, and length of voyage to the West In
by African areas, 1791-1797
To Africa

Senegambia
Sierra Leone
Windward Coast
Gold Coast
Bight of Benin
Bight of Biafra
Congo-Angola
Unknown
Total

On Coast

To West Indies

Ships

Days

Ships

Days

Ships

Days

5
41
19
30
3
111
67
55

64-2
74-0
67-5
811
100-3
75-4
106-0
99-5

6
41
18
30
3
113
69
57

71-5
158-5
175-7
130-9
81-0
99-9
95-2
111-7

6
41
19
31
3
116
69
61

28-3
45-2
52-6
55-1
62-3
60-4
56-0
57-3

331

85-6

337

114-2

346

55-7

The House of Lords data also provide detailed information on
the sailing time from England to Africa, the length of time spent
on the African coast, and the sailing time in the 'middle passage'
from Africa to the West Indies (see Table 2).14 While the sailing
times from England show little variation on average in reladon to
the home ports there are important differences in duradon of
voyage to the African ports, differences which seem primarily
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related to the distances from England. But trading and supply
features primarily determined the sharp differences in the time
spent by the ships in obtaining their slaves at various points along
the African coast. While the crew mortality apparently varied
with length of dme on the coast, there is no clear relationship
between slave mortality in the 'middle passage' and average time
on the coast.15 Nor is there a clear relationship, among African
areas, between the number of slaves shipped, or the number of
ships, and the time spent on the cpast. Variations in voyage duration to the West Indies were not large (disregarding the few
voyages from Senegambia), and were affected somewhat by the
specific islands to which shipments went. Thus it took about two
weeks longer, on average, for ships to reach Jamaica than to
reach the islands of Grenada and Dominica, and a few days
longer to reach those islands than to reach St Vincent. Nevertheless there seems to be no relationship between the average sailing
time from African ports to the West Indies and the average mortality rates in the 'middle passage'. The higher death rates from
the Bight of Biafra discussed below are not explained by either a
longer 'middle passage', or by a longer time on the African
coast.16
In examining the relationship between mortality and the
African originating areas (see Table 3) some interesting variations
occur. While the overall average mortality per ship was about 5-7
per cent, the distribution of mortality rates was highly skewed,
the median mortality rate being about 3 per cent. An indication
of this skewness is that (even when one omits ships recording zero
mortality) about one-half of the ships were eligible for the special
bonuses of £50 for masters and £25 for surgeons provided by
Dolben's Act, for vessels achieving mortality rates under 3 per
cent; while about 40 per cent were eligible for the larger bonuses
for mortality rates under 2 per cent. Mortality rates show a pronounced variation among African ports, with the mortality rates
for shipments from Bight of Biafra being more than twice those
of the other ports of this period.17 The causes of this difference
must relate to the nature of the African supply source, since none
of the variables normally used to explain mortality differentials
had sufficient impact to create the difference. That is, differences
in average time on the coast and in average sailing time are inadequate to account for mortality differences. For certain areas
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mortality rose with sailing time, though the rise was less steep
than in the mortality of the Portuguese slave trade of a later
period, where a sharp increment occurred after a certain length
of voyage.18 However, the distributions of ships by sailing time
provide no major explanation of death rate differentials among
TABLE

3

Slave mortality rates on British ships, and percentage
male of slaves shipped, by African areas, 1791-1797
Average
Mortality Rate*

%

Senegambia
Sierra Leone
Windward Coast
Gold Coast
Bight of Benin
Bight of Biafra
Congo-Angola
Unknown
Total

Percentage Male

%

2-91
3-71
3-56
2-75
4-30
10-56
3-65
1-56

67-8
65-9
65-5
65-1
61 1
56-6
65-4
63-5

5-65

62-3

* Average of mortality rates per ship. Ships with no recorded deaths
omitted.

African areas. Further, the pattern of mortality rates cannot be
explained either by ships' tonnage, or by the number of slaves
carried per ton. The pattern of fewer slaves per ton as tonnage
increased, noticed in ships prior to the operation of Dolben's Act
(which permitted larger ratios of slaves per ton on smaller ships),
can be still observed. However, for this series, the death rates were
higher on ships with smaller numbers of slaves per ton, a point
we shall return to in discussing the impact of Dolben's Act. 19
Marked differences in mortality rates among African ports persisted, and though there was a steep decline over time in the
aggregate death rate, as noted by Anstey, this reflected in some
measure not only declining mortality along certain routes but also
the shifting pattern of the British slave trade.
In examining the material on the sex composition of slaves
shipped from Africa (Table 3, column 2), the pattern in the lateeighteenth-century slave trade was consistent with the pattern
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found in the Atlantic slave trade for other nations and other
periods, with over 62 per cent of slaves shipped being male. Yet
it is interesting to note that there are some differences among
African ports, with the percentage for the Bight of Biafra falling
below 57 per cent. There were no differences of this magnitude in
the sex ratio of slaves arriving in each of the West Indies islands,
even though these were at different stages of development.20 It
should be noted, however, that arrivals in Cuba in the period
1790-1820 were about 70 per cent male, although the slaves
probably included imports from the West Indies as well as from
Africa.21 For about one-half of the listed British ships there were
separate counts of boys and girls (children being defined by the
4' 4" dividing line of the Act), and on these vessels children
amounted to about 13 per cent of total slaves shipped, with a sex
ratio similar to that for adults. The ratio of children to adults did
not vary much among African export areas, with the exception of
Sierra Leone, for which the share of slave children was 20 per
cent. While there seems to have been no difference between the
death rates for adult males and for adult females in the 'middle
passage', the death rate for children exceeded the adult rate by a
considerable margin.22 Thus, again, the differences in sex ratios
and in child-adult ratio among African ports indicate the need
for more detailed study of the African slave-supply patterns in
specific areas.

LEGISLATION AND S L A V E

MORTALITY

The material in the Lords Return, in conjunction with material
from the Naval Lists for Jamaica, permits some analysis of the
impact of certain of the acts regulating the slave trade. Two major
acts were passed, in 1788 and 1799. The first, Dolben's Act,
regulated capacity by fixing a ratio of five slaves per three tons
up to 200 tons, and then one slave per additional ton thereafter.23
The 1799 act regulated carrying capacity in relation to the
physical dimensions of the vessels, not to their tonnage, and unfortunately the accessible material does not provide the data to
compute this capacity.24 Both acts were apparently intended by
their authors to reduce slave mortality by relieving what they
assumed were dangerously overcrowded conditions.25 By using
the tonnage data for these ships we can make some analysis of
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the laws' impact upon the slave trade and up to a point determine
whether the aims of the authors were achieved.
It is important to distinguish two issues. The first of these is the
impact of legislation on the number of slaves carried in each ship
and upon the size of ships involved in the trade. The second is the
consequent impact upon mortality in the slave trade, as assumed
to follow by the supporters of the legislation. Because the period
under study, 1791-7, is too brief to detect long-term trends, and
because we lack comparable detailed knowledge of shipping patterns and mortality rates in the period before the act of 1788, we
can only approach these issues obliquely. However, two points
arising from the House of Lords data, (a) the inverse relationship
of slaves per ton and death rates (which itself raises doubts about
the positive impact of the legislative requirements on slave trade
mortality), and (b) the effect of shifts in the pattern of African
supply areas on mortality, accounting for some of the decline,
both make it seem doubtful whether marked trends in slave mortality can be attributed significantly to the legislation. A further
general point is that, despite the known effect upon slaves carried
per ship and the expressed fears of the slave traders, we cannot
fully gauge the impact of the legislation on slave-trading profitability until we know more than is presently known about the
elasticities of slave supply and demand in Africa and the New
World; and not knowing the range of forces behind the prices
paid for slaves in the West Indies and in Africa, we cannot determine the rational economic reaction of the traders to the new
laws.
Since the House of Lords data are for years in which Dolben's
Act was already the legal constraint, they tell us little about the
effect of the law. But they do show that the average ratio of slaves
carried to the number allowed by the law was about 90 per cent,
and this figure varied little by tonnage. Over half the ships were
below the 200-ton limit, but after 1796 there was a marked movement to larger ships. However, by using the Jamaica shipping lists
(Table 4), it is possible to say rather more about the impact of
legislation. Unfortunately there are gaps in the data, so that the
greater part of the period affected by Dolben's Act is not covered.
A further difficulty is our uncertainty as to the effect of the
changes in measurement of ship's tonnage introduced in 1786
upon these comparisons.20 Finally, the shipping lists figures are
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for numbers of slaves arrived, not numbers shipped, and an
adjustment for mortality needs to be made for strict comparison
with the Act's provisions. Nevertheless, despite these snags, the
trends are quite clear. Between the 1780s and the 1800s, there
was a sharp drop in slaves per ton, and the numbers carried per
ship declined sharply. If we assume that no adjustment for
changes in tonnage measurement after 1786 is necessary, then the
TABLE 4

Tears
1782-87
1796-98
1802-08

Slave ratios on British ships arriving in Jamaica

1782-1808

Average
Number of Ships Tonnage*
122
36
198

Average
Slaves per Tonf

Average
Capacity Ratiof*

2-64
1-48
0-99

1-616
•975
•664

167-3
259-9
287-0

* For tonnage before and after 1786, see notes 26 and 27. Capacity is
measured by the 1788 regulations.
f Averages calculated from the ratios for individual ships. Because of the
inverse relationship of tonnage and slaves per ton, these averages are higher
than the estimates of others calculated by dividing the total number of slaves
by total tonnage.

larger decline in slaves carried per ton followed the first act,
although the second also had an important effect. On this assumption, Dolben's Act reduced slaves per ton by about 44 per cent
and the 1799 act by another 33 per cent.27 There was also a sharp
rise in the size of slave-ships in the 1790s. Thus a clear impact of
the regulating laws on the slaves carried per vessel can be seen.
But the impact on mortality, and on profits, calls for further
detailed investigation.
CONCLUSIONS

In this preliminary examination of the House of Lords lists we
have attempted to discuss the geographical patterns of the British
slave trade in the late eighteenth century, slave mortality in the
'middle passage' and its causes, and the impact of parliamentary
regulatory acts on that mortality. Given the incompleteness of
some of the data in both the Lords Return and in the materials
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available in Parliamentary Papers and at the Public Record
Office, we cannot fully determine all the connections posited between mortality, overcrowding, African supply conditions, and
other factors. Such a more detailed analysis we hope to undertake
in future studies. But the quantitative material we have analysed
at this time does permit us to make some tentative conclusions
that we feel will be supported by further research. First of all, it is
evident that while contemporary critiques considered overcrowding to be the primary cause of mortality in the middle passage,
this cannot have been the case. Thus the British regulatory legislation, while it did have an impact on determining ratios of slaves
per ton and on slaves carried, may have had little impact on mortality. Equally, it would appear that because of inherent space
limitations, there was a consistent decline of slaves per ton as
tonnage of vessels increased in size, even prior to formal legislation. Thus the parliamentary acts may have encoded more
common space standards already in existence among the slavers
prior to the act. Nevertheless, the increase in the size of slave-ships
in the later period of the trade, which produced both a rising
average tonnage and a declining ratio of slaves per ton, may have
reflected wider trends in the pattern of the trade (e.g. geographical
shifts) which were themselves encouraged by the regulatory acts.
Apart from the impact of the parliamentary regulations, the
House of Lords material has also revealed the importance of
African regional origins in determining both overall mortality
and the sexual composition of the forced migrants. Clearly the
Bight of Biafra was a unique area by contemporary African standards, in terms both of higher mortality in transit to the New
World and of the greater percentage of females exported. This
finding seems to reinforce recent studies in other Atlantic slave
trades which indicate the importance of local African conditions
in determining the composition and health of the arriving slaves.
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